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For years now, complaints about the stench and pollution seeping from the state’s factory hog farms have lingered.

In the courts and in the press, residents living with the mess and their advocates have traded barbs with industry and local leaders
about failed oversight and influence in the legislature.

But now environmental groups have stepped in and, in a precedent-setting complaint filed last week with the Environmental
Protection Agency, allege that the state’s lax regulation of hog waste disposal discriminates against communities of color in eastern
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North Carolina.

“This is the first time that communities hard hit by the concentration of these animal feeding operations, particularly low income
communities of color, have appealed to the federal government to come in and enforce civil rights law in this context,” Marianne
Engelman Lado, an attorney with the environmental advocacy group Earthjustice, said.

Earthjustice filed the complaint against the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, alleging
discrimination under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, on behalf of North Carolina Environmental Justice Network, Rural
Empowerment Association for Community Help and Waterkeeper Alliance.

The groups contend that DENR recently issued a new general operating permit for hog farms
that fails to protect human health and the environment and allows those facilities to continue
to pollute water and air, with a disproportionate impact on low income minorities who live
nearby.

“Rural eastern North Carolinians, especially poor people and people of color, continue to
suffer from the horrible conditions brought on by the industrial hog industry,” Naeema
Muhammad, Director of North Carolina Environmental Justice Network, said in a statement.
“It’s the State’s job to regulate these operations and make sure that the people and the
environment are protected. This complaint is about making sure they do that.”

(In response to a request for comment, DENR spokesman Drew Elliot said that the agency
had received the complaint, that its legal team was reviewing it and that there would be no
further comment until after that review was complete.)

The civil rights complaint comes at a time when hundreds of affected residents have also
taken their claims against pork-producing giant Smithfield Foods, Inc. and its hog farm

managing company Murphy-Brown LLC to federal court.

The companies and their local supporters are digging their heels in in response to those lawsuits, vowing to fight efforts to rein in
their operations.

And area lawmakers have likewise cast the cases as an attack on their communities’ livelihood and have taken steps in the legislature
to stifle any additional oversight.

Environmental racism

In the civil rights filing, the groups allege that DENR continues to allow hog farms to use outdated and unregulated waste
management systems that pollute the air and water in surrounding low-income and minority-populated neighborhoods.

Here’s an excerpt from their complaint:

Photo courtesy of Earthjustice.

DENR currently allows more than 2,000 swine operations—with the collective capacity�
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Citing an August 2014 report from professors at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, the groups contend that this method of
hog waste disposal, permitted by DENR, disproportionately impacts low income neighborhoods of color.

They also allege that DENR has long overlooked this impact and ignored
pleas for tighter regulations, most recently approving a permit that allows
hog farms to continue disposing of waste in this fashion.

“Here you have this permitting program that’s been inadequate for years,”
Marianne Engelman Lado said. “There’s clearly an adverse impact on water
and health and clearly a disproportionate impact on communities of color.
Certainly, there are things the state could do to tighten regulation and
protect people’s health.”

The groups are asking the EPA to investigate DENR’s actions and inactions
and call the state agency to task.

“EPA can sit down with DENR and tell the state agency that this is a real problem,” Engleman Lado said. “They can say, ‘You have
the authority to address the discrimination in your permitting process. What are you going to do to comply with the law?’”

Although federal funding can be at risk, ultimately the hope is that EPA involvement will lead to action by DENR, she added.

“An attack on our way of life”

The civil rights complaint comes on the heels of citizen complaints filed in August in federal court against Murphy-Brown, the
company that manages hog farm production for Smithfield Foods, Inc. Smithfield Foods is a self-proclaimed global leader in
producing and processing pork.

In the seven recently-filed federal lawsuits, residents from Bladen, Duplin, Pender, Sampson and Wilson counties contend that
Murphy-Brown has failed to manage its hog production and waste disposal and has allowed ongoing water and air pollution in their
communities.

The residents are seeking damages as well as court-ordered changes to the company’s management of hog waste – including its use
of outdated “lagoon and sprayfield” systems.

Photo courtesy of Earthjustice.

to raise more than 9.5 million swine in confinement—to operate within the state and, particularly, in the coastal plain in
the eastern portion of the state. The permitted swine

facilities generate a staggering amount of waste that wreaks havoc on the health and well-being of neighboring
communities and the environment. Under the permit, these facilities can continue to store urine and feces in open-air
cesspools, called lagoons, before spraying the waste on fields with high volume spreaders. At all steps of this so-called
waste management system, waste from the facilities can pollute the air and water and injure human health.
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The complaints — a reprise of several similar ones previously filed in state
court in July 2013 – touched a sore spot in several eastern North Carolina
communities then. Local leaders last summer called them “an attack” on
their way of life.

“I don’t need to remind you that the counties of Sampson and Duplin put
together – farm income in those counties is close to 2 billion dollars a year,”
one resident said at a meeting in Sampson County last August. “That’s 1
billion each. Over 60% of that income is hogs, and it’s a huge thing here,”
he added. “It’s not really an attack on Smithfield Foods; it’s not really an
attack on Murphy-Brown. It’s an attack on our whole way of life here…
You may sell shoes down the street, or you may sell insurance, or you may

sell cars; but whatever you do, you have a stake in the hog business.”

At that same meeting, Murphy-Brown director of government relations and public affairs Don Butler told an audience of nearly 200
farmers, state and community leaders and business owners that the company had no intentions of backing down in the face of the
complaints, which he said were filed by “out-of-state ambulance chasers.”

Company and local leaders have cast the lawsuits as an attack not only on the industry giant Smithfield Foods or its managing
company Murphy-Brown but on the local farmers as well.

Typically those local farmers (called “contract growers”) will agree with Murphy-Brown to grow and raise company-owned hogs up
to a certain point and pursuant to company specifications and then transfer the hogs back to the company to be “finished off.”

That’s a characterization which Mona Lisa Wallace, an attorney representing the residents suing Murphy-Brown, disputes.

“To be absolutely clear, the local contract growers are not a party to these lawsuits,” she said in a statement. “As the complaint
alleges in detail, Murphy-Brown owns the hogs and controls every aspect of the hog production process. If Murphy-Brown chooses
to ask the Court to add the local contract growers as defendants, we will address that at the appropriate time. At this time, however,
there is only one defendant: Murphy-Brown.”

(At press time, counsel for Murphy-Brown, Mark Anderson of McGuireWoods, had not responded to a request for comment.)

Stifling oversight

Among those attending the August 2013 community meeting in Sampson County were state lawmakers from eastern North Carolina,
many who have been fierce defenders of hog industry practices there.

They included Rep. William Brisson, who told the audience that the lawsuits had nothing to do with hogs.

“It’s about money,” he said. “The next thing it’ll be is about the dust from tractors, the tractors on the road; if we don’t stand up for
this, then everything we lose is going to cost us in the long run. They’re going to continue to come after us, so we have to stand up
and we have to be together.”

Photo courtesy of Earthjustice.
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But that siege mentality along with actions in the legislature lends credence to suspicions that lawmakers’ close ties to the hog farm
industry has fostered lax oversight.

Just this past session, for example, area lawmakers proposed a bill that would have kept locations and photographs of piles of dead
pigs confidential.

Their impetus for the bill was the alleged misuse of such information by environmental groups. But the real intent, according to Duke
Law School professors in this editorial, was to shield the hog farm industry from public scrutiny and potential liability arising from
piles of dead pigs that have succumbed to a highly contagious virus.

That bill ultimately did not pass, but another, House bill 366 – which allows complaints about agricultural pollution to remain
confidential unless and until DENR decides to take action – did.

That’s a setback not only for open government but also for strengthening regulatory enforcement in the hog farm industry, according
to Rick Dove, Neuse Riverkeeper Emeritus.

As Dove wrote in this editorial:

###

To read the Earthjustice civil rights complaint, click here.

To read one of the residents’ federal court complaints, click here.

 Print This Article

The problem with that is most often legitimate complaints of citizens do not end up in enforcement. Instead, violators
are given a simple warning. In many cases, notices of violations are not issued, on the “promise” of the violator to do

better in the future.

There are also many instances where complaints are not immediately investigated and can’t be verified when inspectors
show up days later. Good examples of this include untimely response to odor complaints, discharges of swine waste to
public waters and use of prohibited methods of disposal of dead swine.

Just because a citation of some kind wasn’t issued, it doesn’t mean the complaint wasn’t legitimate.

�
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